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I have been privileged to know Joe Laufer as teacher,
colleague and friend. When Professor Laufer came to Buffalo,
I was a second year law student. As faculty advisor for a law review
note I was writing, he invited me to his home on a Saturday
morning, sat me down with my draft, and proceeded to show me
how to organize and present my thoughts in a coherent way.
Though I cannot claim to have learned all he had to teach, that
lesson contributed more to my progress than any other single
experience during law school. Other law school graduates I have
known through the years have acknowledged a similar debt to the
individual attention they received from Professor Laufer.
When I began to teach several years later, with courses first
in civil procedure and then torts, I relied heavily on Joe for
advice, which he gave generously. He considered it important
that students understand the historical and procedural context of
the tort cases they were studying, and we sought to coordinate our
courses in procedure and torts to that end. He quietly and
graciously assumed by far the greater part of the burden, covering
in his course on torts much of what should have been taught in the
basic procedure course. He later prepared a supplement to the
torts casebook on common law procedure, which is the most helpful
learning material I know on the historical relationship of tort
to procedural law.'
Professor Laufer's concern for his students went beyond
academic training. He and Mrs. Laufer regularly invited his classes
to their home for tea. At a time when a considerable distance
separated law students and faculty, those events added a welcome
element of warmth to law school life. When law schools responded
to the civil rights movement of the 1960's, no one devoted more
personal effort than Professor Laufer to the minority student
program. Impatient with much of the abundant rhetoric of the
time, he insisted upon solid standards of performance on the part
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of faculty as well as students, and he committed himself unstint-
ingly to achievement of those standards.
For twenty years I have felt and benefited from the support,
respect and friendship of Joe Laufer. So have many others. His
mastery of his subjects, his dedication to his profession, his steadfast
integrity of character and his warm concern for students and
colleagues, have contributed immeasurably to the life of the
law school.
